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Cooperative Purchasing 
Simplify EV charging procurement with Purchasing Cooperative of America

For government, education and non-profit organizations, procuring EV charging equipment can 
involve lengthy RFP processes, delaying the benefits of fleet electrification. Our partnership with 
Purchasing Cooperative of America (PCA) simplifies this process, allowing you to purchase our 

Omega charge management software and EV charging hardware faster. 

PCA maintains rigorous selection processes and competitive bid evaluations, ensuring contracted 
suppliers meet high quality standards and giving you peace of mind. You’ll also benefit from 

cooperative purchasing power, lowering your total cost of ownership.

Our cloud-based software automates charging when energy costs are lowest and sends you 
real-time critical alerts from one dashboard. It comes with a 99.9% platform uptime guarantee, 

so you can rely on Omega to keep your fleet running smoothly. With Omega, your fleet can:

Omega charge management software

Reduce 
electricity costs

Stay in control of 
fleet performance

Fix problems fast to 
avoid downtime
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Let’s electrify together

Available in a wall mounted or single / dual pedestal 
structure, ideal for fleets looking to get started with 

permanent charging infrastructure.

Level 2 AC chargers

Mobile charger bundle for faster EV charging without 
costly site modifications, with wall mount and 

pedestal options available for separate purchase. 

DC fast chargers

Our bundles combine hardware and Omega charge management software in one solution for faster and 
smarter deployment. With a two-year parts warranty included, your fleet is covered if there’s ever an 
equipment issue. Choose from a range of hardware options, also available to purchase separately:

EV charging bundles

Faster procurement - Working with us via PCA means you can avoid your own lengthy 
RFP process, helping you to electrify your fleet faster and stay focused on business operations.

Competitive pricing - as a PCA member, you’ll benefit from pricing discounts on our 
products by leveraging economies of scale, lowering your total cost of ownership.

Solutions that fit your fleet needs - We offer a range of EV charging options via PCA, 
accounting for operational constraints. Our Omega charge management software 
integrates with any telematics or fleet management tool, avoiding disruption to operations 
and making it easier to add more chargers in future.

Trusted partnership - PCA’s rigorous selection processes and high quality standards for all 
contracted suppliers gives you added peace of mind on the reliability of our services.

PCA membership is free. Become a member to purchase using a PCA contract by 
completing the online member registration at pcamerica.org/members

Key benefits
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